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From 6 February to 30 March 1974 cluri~lgthe spa\vning migratioil of Arcto-Norwegian
cod, a fishing experiment ~vithgill nets illacle of con~inuousi n ~ ~ l t i f i l a r nnylon,
e ~ ~ t 11ylo11monofilament and nylon monot~vinewas carrier1 out in Loforen.
T h r different typesof nets wereco~nbinedto rriake upoilegill net settii~gconsistingof40 to
92 single nets, halfof tvhich were multifilament nylon nets and one quarter each monofilameilt
and monotwine nets. The sequence of the single nets \\,as varied during the experiment.
T h e result for the total experimeilt was that the monofilanent nets caugl~t26% (in
numbers) more cod than the multifilainent nylon nets and 38% more than the monot~vinenets.
nets were apparently the most and the multifilament nylon nets the
For saithe the ~nonot\\~iiic
least efficient.
Theaverage Ici~gtilof the captured fish rvas slightly higher foi- the multifilanlent nylon than
for the monofilament nets whereas the fish caught by the inoilotrvine nets 1veI.e sorne\vhat
snlaller.
Taking the length fi-ecluency of cod caught by purse seine in the same area duriilg the
e x p e r i n ~ e as
~ ~representative
t
for thc cot1 available to the gill nets, a log-normal distributioil
selectioil curve was fittecl for each of the three types of gill nets.
~ mm) was clearly too s~nallto obtain maximunl
T h e mesh size used in the e x p e r i n ~ e n(186
catches of the available cocl. Assuming proportionality between mesh size and mean selectio~t
icngth gave optimum nlesh sizes of 224 mm fm. nylon, 222 111111 for illonofilanlent and 234 inm
for n~onot~vine.
T h e ratios between the theoretical niaximum catches thus obtained were:
Monofilament: Nyloil = 1.46; Monot\vine: Nylon = 1.48; Monotwi11e:Monofilament = 1.02.
Assi~mingthat all length groups are equally numel-ousaniong ~ l r ecod available to the nets,
ratios between he catch efficiency of the threc nets, which shoulcl represent a more
general situation, were calculated, giving: Monofilament: Nylon = 1.23; Monotwine: Nylon
= 1.13; Monofilametlt: Monotwine = 1.07. Ho~vever,the accuracy ancl the general validity of
these ratios are clepenclet~ton several factors of\vhich the environmental conditions may be the
most decisive.

INTRODUCTION

For nearly twenty years continuous ~nuitifilamentnylon has been the
common material in gill nets used in the Norwegian cod and saithe fisheries.
During the last few years some fishermen have changed over to monofilament gill nets and the interest taken in these nets seems to be increasing. In
Europe, monofilament gill nets have u p till now been used mainly in freshwater fisheries and in saltwater fisheries for salmon. In some other areas,
however, particularly in the Far East, they are widely used in marine fisheries.
A few experiments ciesigned to cornpare the fishing efficiency of monofilament gill nets with gill nets made of other types of synthetic fibres have
1964, MAY1970). I n most
been carried out (e.g. MOLIN1959, STEINBEKG
cases the results imply that the monofilament gill nets are supei-ior to the
others, and the authors generally ascribe this to lower visibility of monofilament nets in water. Results of experimental fishing for gadoids have, however, to the best of our knowledge so far not been published.
Under the supervision of the Institute of Marine Research in Bergen,
experimental fishing in order to compare the fishing efficiency of monofilarne~ltand multifilament nylon gill nets was carried out in Lofoten in 1974
during the spawning season of the Arcto-Norwegian cod. Also inonotwine
gill nets, which recently have been the object of some interest, were included
in the experiment.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

T h e materials used for the gill nets were: Continuous n~ultifilament
nylon 210112, nylon monofilament 14 (0.65 mm), and nylon monotwine
513. T h e basic characteristics of these materials regarding this experiment
are as follows:
Monofilament is made of a single thin and nearly transparent thread
which presumably has low visibility in water.
Continuous multifilament is made by a nunlber of fibres spun into a
yarn. T h e visibility in water is obviously higher than for the monofilament.
Monofilament is stiffer and more elastic than multifila~nentyarn. In case
of strong water movement, the stiffness may help to prevent the meshes
from closing.
T h e monotwine consists of a number of nlonofilarne~ltwires, in this case
three, which are twisted into a twine. It is thicker than the corresponding
mo~lofilament,and the visibility in water is accordingly higher, but
probably less than for the multifilament. T h e twisting reduces the elasticity.

For the sake of' simplicity, continuous multifilament nylon is hereafter
referred to as nylon only, nylon monof'ilament as monofilament, and nylon
monotwine as monotwine.
T h e net units were 300 meshes long and 50 meshes deep. T t ~ dimensie
on of the nets was the sanie for all three materials, corresponding to a mesh
size of 186 mm. In practice, the mesh size o f t h e different materials was in
average (before and after use): Nylon: 1881192 mm. Monofilament:
1851182 mm. Monotwine: 1841180 mni. For all three types, however, considerable deviations from the mean mesh size were frequently observed.
One half of the units in the gill net setting were made of nylon and one
quarter each of monofilament and n~onotwine.
It was suspected that the catch in addition to fishing efficiency of the
different net types, might be influenced by the number of nets of the same
type in sequence and also by the position of the nets in the setting and
19.55). T o ensure that the
relative to the other types of nets (von BRANDT
experiment ~vouldgive the best possible information about the influence of
these factors, the sequence of units of different materials in tlie setting was
chosen by the fbllo~vingprocedure: T h e units of each material were assembled into groups of different numbers. Each group was joined to the
corresponding groups of the other two materials to make u p *triplets. of n
nionofilarnent units, r~ monotwine ~lliits,and 217 nylon units. T h e sequence
of materials in tlie .triplets>>was the same throughout the gill net setting in
order to make sure that groups of the same material were not joined. T h e
sectuence of the .triplets>>was decided at random and was changed three
times during the experiment. T h e number of units used in the settings
varied from 40 to 92. Table 1 shows the sequence used at the different
stations clurilig the experiment. I n addition, as often as practically permissable, the position of the setting relative to the main direction of tlie migration of the cod was changed so that one end alternatively would be nearest to
or farthest away from shore.
Two fishing boats were hired for tlie experiment: .<Djupaskjzr~
(64 ft.)
j ~ ft.)
~ 4-30 March.
6-28 February and ~ S k a r s (62
T h e gill net settings made during the experiment are listed in Table 2
and charted on Fig. 1. T h e nets were always set by claylight and hauled in the
morning before noon. In most cases they were left for one night, on five
occasio~lsfor two nights, ancl twice for three nights. O n eight occasions the
gill nets were set as floating nets.
A I-ecord was kept of the fish caught in each net unit. All fish were
measured.

Table 1. Sequence of nets used at different stations during the fishing experiment in Lofoten in 1974.
N = Continuous Multifilament Nylon, MF = Nylon Monofilament, M T = Nylon Monotwine.
station No.[

Sequence of nets

I

Total No

Table 2. Gill net settings and catches during the comparative fishing experiment in Lofoten in 1974. N
Monofilament Nylon, MT = Monotwine Nylon, F = Floating net.

=

Continuous Multifilament Nylon, MF

Catch of saithe

Catch of cod
Station
No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Fishing
Vessel

Hours
Fishing

Position
Date

<<Djupaskj=r,> 6- 712
7- 812
8- 912
9-1 112
11-1312
13-1412
14-1512
15-1612
18-1912
19-2012
20-2112
21-2312
23-2612
27-2812
*Skarsj@.
4- 513
5- 613
6- 713
7- 813
8-1 113
11-1213
12-1313
13-1413
14-1513
15-1613
16-1813

N

E

68"03'
67"57'
67"59'
68"OO'
68"OI'
68"OO'
67"59'
68"OO'
68"OO'
68"03'
6B002'
68"02'
68"04'
68"16'
68"07'
68"07'
68"06'
68"07'
68"07'
68"06'
6B003'
68"05'
68"07'
68"05'
68"06'

13"58'
13"47'
13"44'
13"43'
13"48'
13"47'
13"44'
13"47'
13"43'
14"05'
14"03'
14"02'
14"15'
15"23'
14"30'
14"29'
14"24'
14"30'
14"30'
14"01'
14"02'
14"16'
14"30'
14"03'
14"05'

20
20
21
44
44
21
21
20
17
18
20
44
67
20
16
16
13
14
69
12
13
19
15
12
42

Fishing
Depth
(Fath.) .

60 - 88
75 - 90
60 - 72
56 - 64
5 2 - 70
58 - 70
54 - 70
55 -68
55 -65
47 - 50
45 - 60
62 - 68
56 - 67
54 - 70
52 - 64
52 - 62
45 - 80
70 - 75
62 - 65
60
45 - 50
40-60
50-64
35 (F)
35 (F)

=

No. of nets
Total
No.
N

MF

MT

20

10

10

,,
34

17

17

>,
n

35

,,

n

,,
46

,,

>

23

23
>

n

,,
>,
,,

.

>

>

n
n
x

n

,,
>,

>

,,
>,
>,

>>

13
5
31
47
33
29
14
65
84
45
67
170
55
98
163
67
61
22
69
172
291
96
34
94
123

No. per net
N

MF

MT

0.10
0.20
0.29
0.74
0.50
0.40
0.20
1.03
1.20
0.52
0.76
1.33
0.63
0.93
1.83
0.67
0.72
0.22
0.91
1.48
2.87
0.89
0.41
1.09
1.13

0.40

0.70
0.10
0.18
0.41
0.24
0.47
0.12
0.53
0.65
0.48
0.48
1.48
0.57
0.91
1.61
0.70
0.30
0.35
0.39
2.22
3.00
1.35
0.17
1.04
0.96

1.06
0.88
0.71
0.41
0.29
1.24
0.61
0.43
0.91
3.26
0.57
1.48
1.83
0.87
0.91
0.17
0.78
2.30
3.91
1.04
0.48
0.87
2.13

Total
No.

No. per net
N

2
3
9
25
74
71
36
19
13
8
8
12
10
1
21
16
9
23
9
1
4
2
91

-

MF

MT

-

0.20
0.10
0.18 0.29
0.53 0.35
1.35 1.65
1.06 1.82
0.88 0.47
0.47 0.41
0.13 0.39
0.13 0.04
0.13 0.13
0.13 0.35
0.13 0.30
- 0.04
0.13 0.30 0.35
0.22 0.48
0.02 0.17 0.17
0.20 0.09 0.52
0.07 0.09 0.17
0.04
0.04 0.04 0.04
0.02
0.04
0.52 0.74 2.17
-

0.10
0.03
0.29
0.68
0.63
0.37
0.12
0.02
0.09
0.04
0.02

-

-

-

-

-

-

44 - 50
35 (F)
50
35 (F)
40 - 45
45 - 60
35 (F)
40 - 42
35 (F)
35 (F)
35 (F)

T h e total catch during the experiment was 3 487 cod, 486 saithe, 27
redfish, 8 anglers, 6 ling, 3 tusk, 2 haddock, 2 blue ling, 1 lumpsuckei-, 1
dogfish, and 1 ray. Thus, only cod and saithe were caught in quantities
which might be sufficient to give significant iilforn~ationabout differences
in catch efficiency of the three types of nets used. Saithe smaller than 50 cm
have been left out because the schooling behaviour of the small saithe
resulted in a distribution of the catches which obviously could not be ascribed to differences in catch efficiency alone. T h e discussion is hence based on
the catches of 3 487 cod and 467 saithe.
Total catch in numbers and catch per net unit of cod and saithe are given
in Table 2 for each type of net and each setting. There was a large variation
in total catch per setting. However, the distribution of the catches on the
three types of nets was more consistent and in Table 3 the ratios between the
catches from each type of net are given for each of the different net
sequences used during the experiment (Table 1) and for the whole experiment. T h e ratios for saithe were much less consistent than for cod. This can
probably be ascribed chiefly to the much higher number of cod caught.
T h e monofilament nets caught the highest number of cod per net, 2 6 4
more than the nylon nets and 38% more than the monotwine nets. T h e
nylon nets caught 10% more cod than the monotwine nets.
T h e ratios for saithe show that there were large differences in the catch
betweell the three types of nets. T h e monotwine nets caught the highest
number of saithe per net, 50% more than the monofilament nets ~ t ~ h i cinh
turn caught Inore than twice the number caught by the nylon nets. AccorTable 3. Ratios between the catch in numbers by nets of different material d u r i n g the experiment in Lofoten in 1974. N = Continuous Multifilament Nylon, MF = Monofilament Nylon, M T = Monot~vineNylon.
Station No.

1-8

9-14

15-23

31,33

32,34-36
(Floating net)

TOTAL

Cod:
MF/N
N/MT
MFIMT
Saithe:
MT/N
MF/N
MTIMF

1.16

1.50

dingly, the monotwine nets caught nearly three and a half time the number
of saithe caught by the nylon nets.
T h e mean length of the captured fish was different for the three types of
nets. For cod the mean length was 94.29 cm for nylon, 93,23 cm for monofilament and 89.75 cm for monotwine. T h e corresponding figures for saithe
were 86.39 cm, 86.09 cm and 84.78 cm. This means that the ratios between
the catches from the different types of nets change when the catch is
converted from numbers to weight. Thus, the catch of cod by weight from
the monofilament nets was 20% higher per net than from the nylon nets and
57% higher than from the monotwine nets. Accordingly, the nylon nets
caught30% snore cod by weight than the monotwine nets. Also for saithe the
conversion to weight favours the monofilament and nylon nets, but the
catch from the monotwine nets was still considerably higher.
In the period 5-28 March, as part of routine investigations, cod was
caught in Lofoten by purse seine. This fishing took place in the same area
and during the same period <,Skarsj@~
carried out the gill net experiment.
During this period the length frequency of the cod did not vary much in
either the gill net or the purse seine catches which on a n average were taken
at approximately the same depth (88 m and 8 1 m respectively). The mesh of
the purse seine was small enough to prevent selection of the available cod.

DISCUSSION

There are several approaches lo the problem of assessing the selectivity
of gill nets. T h e simplest or direct method requires that the size frequency
distribution of the fish vulnerable to the nets is known or reliably estimated
(REGIER
and ROBSON1966). Thus, for a given net

where Nl is the absolute or relative number of fish of length stratum 1
vuinerable to the net and nl is the number of fish of length stratum 1 caught
by the net. If the selection indexSl is plotted for each 1, a smooth curve can be
drawn o r a suitable mathematical function can be fitted to the points.
According to ROLLEFSEN
(1953) there is good reason to believe that purse
seine catches of cod in Lofoten give a nearly unbiased length composition of
the fish present. This idea was persued by HOLT(1963) who used ROLLEFSEN'S (1953) data to find the selection curve for the gill nets used in Lofoten
the same year. T h e data produced a nearly symmetrical distribution of
selection indexes and HOLT(1963) chose to fit a normal distribution curve to
the set of points.

BAMNOV
( 1 914) assumed that the selection curves for gill net could be
adequately described by the normal probability distribution. Also GARROD
(1961) stated that if the growth of the fish is isometric, then the selection for
length by gill nets of a given mesh size may be expected to have a normal
distribution.
I n some gill net fisheries, as observed by OISENand TJEMSLAND
(1963)
aildJE~sEN(1977), significant nuinbers oi'fishoutside the nlaii? size range of
the selection curves were caught by other ways of attachment than the usual
(1977) indicated
with head first. Observations on brown trout by JENSEN
further that fish larger than those caught head first in a single mesh are
inore frequently caught than those that are smaller. This could be expected
to give a positive skew of the curves describing gill net selection.
A pronounced positive skew in a gill net selectioil curve was found for
brown trout by JENSEN (1977). Less pronounced positive skews have been
observed, e.g. for herring by OLSEN
(1959) and for lake whitefish by REGIER
and ROBSON(1966) and the observations 011 gill net selectivity indicate a
considerable variation in selectivity for different species of fish. T h e selection curve may deviate significantly from one that can be adequately descriand TJEMSLAND
bed by a reasoilably si~npleinatlleinatical function (01-SEN
1963).MTiht sufficent data it will be possible to fit a selection curve by eye, a
lnetlioct described by GULLAND
and H A ~ I N(1961)
G
and used by JENSEN
(1977). However, if a mathematical expression for a selection curve with a
reasonably good fit to the observed selection indexes can be SOLIII~,
this may
facilitate further discussions on properties of gill net selectivity.
According to HOLT(1963), one might. expect that the chance of a fish
escaping the nets depends not on the absolute ainount, but on t.he proportion, by which its size differs from that size for which the net is most efficient.
If the growth of the fish is isometric, and two lengthsLA and & are related by
the ecluation

where nl is the meail selection length of the gill net, the selection index for
l d equal to the selection index for fish of length 1 ~ .
fish of length LA s h o ~ ~be
Introducing logarithms in ( I ) and squaring give

(2) (Lnl, - 172771)'

= (In LB - Lnm)'

A log-normal distribution curve is defined by the f o r i ~ l ~ ~ l a

.cvhereI is the length,^ tile standard deviation oflrzl and m the mean selection
length corresporlding to
Applying (2) to (3) gives.f(lA) =,f(lB), and a
selection curve with a log-normal distribution is therefore in accordarlce
with HOI~TS
(1963) suggestion.
OLSEN
(1959), MC:COMBIE
and FRY(1960), and GULLAND
ancl H A ~ I N G
(1961) assumecl that the mean selection length of a gill net is
to
the mesh size. 'Thus, the inearl selection lengths vr, and n b for mesh sizeA
and B respectively ai-e related by the ecluation

B HOLT( 1963) suggested that the chalice of a fish escaping the net
n ~ h e r ce = --.
A
is dependent on the proportion between the size o f ' the fish and tlre mesh
size. BARANOV(1914) asstimed that the catch ef'feciency relating to the n x a n
selection letlgtll is constant anrl accordingly independent of the mesh size.
T h e selection indexes for a fish of lengtl-1LA and LB will then be the same, if

Combining (4) and (5) gives

and subtracting (4) from (6) gives

i.e. the same proportionality excists between the length intervals (IB - mB)
and (L - nl,) as between tlie mean select1011lengths. T h e extension of the
selection curve along the length axis is therefore proportional to the mean
selection lengtll and consequently to the mesh s i ~ e .
For the log-normal distribution, keeping s constant, the selection indexes for LA ailel b will be the same if (Ink - Inrr~,) = (IdB - hmB),

Consequently for a log-normal distribution curve the desired proportionality is obtained if' the standard cleviation is kept constant as the mean
selectiotl length varies, whereas for a norlnal distribution the standard
deviation must be changed in proportion to the mean selection length to
obtain corresponciing results.
I n the calcrtlation of the selection indexes, the length fi-equency distribution of coct in purse seine catches from 1974 was used in basically the same
way as HOD (1963) used the data of KOLLEFSEN
(1953). However, the cod
caught with gill nets by .Djupaskjxr)> were o n the average 2.38 cnl longer

than those caught by <<Skarsj@,,.
This is in accordance .cvith previous experience that the cod in Lofoten r~suallyis bigger during the f'irst part of' the
spawning season. Therefsore, wllen selection indexes were calculated, the
gill
purse seine data were combined only with the data from the ~Skarsj@u
net catches which were taken contemporarily.
O n Fig. 2 it can be seen that there is a tendency for the selectio~lindexes
to stop decreasing at a certain level 011 each side of the selection range,
especially for the bigger length groups. T h e level is apparently about tlre
same for the three types of nets. I t was assumed that tlie selection indexes
for the length groups nearest to the mean selection length represent fish
caught with the head first, although these values probably also t.o some
extent are influenced by fish caught in other ways. T h e selection curves
were accordingly chosen in order to give the best fit for the medium
selection indexes, and the resulting curves should approximate the selective
properties of the gill nets for fish caught with the heact first in a single mesh,
ignoring other ways of being caught.
~ x c l u d i n gthe extrellle values, tests shorv no clear evidence of ske~lness,
but although the log-normal distribution has a slight positive skew, the fit to
the selection indexes is good for all three types of nets (Fig. 2). As has been
s h o ~ v nthe
, log-normal distribution is consistent .ivitll certain aspects of the
theory of gill net selectivity, and the remainder of the discussioll has been
based on the assumption that gill net selectivity for cod may be adequately
described by the log-normal distribution.
M'hen fitting a log-normal distribution, Lnm and the standard deviatioll
can be calculated from the selection indexes based on the actual catches.
When

L?zL = Inn!,
then

and this defines the m a x i m ~ ~of
m the cur\le. T o make it fit the selection
indexes, the vertical exte~rtionof the curve must be adjusted according to
the s t ~ mof the selection indexes. Thus, fitting a ~ l o r m adistribution
l
1vo~11d
have required a multiplication of the formula by 5 to adjust for the use of
selection ilrclexes for 5 cm length groups ~ v h e nthe unit. is cm. I n the
log-normal clistribution, the transformation to logaritll~nsmea~rsthat a
length interval of 5 cnl no longer represents a constant unit, because

Tlle selection indexes must ttrerefsore be weighted by the size of the
interval they represent. T h e n l a x i ~ n u ~thr
l l the log-normal distributio~lis
accordingly defined as
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Fig. 2. Selection indexes and fitted nor~naland log-normal distributiort selection curves for
nylon, monofilament and monot~\.inegill nets based on fishing experiments in Lofoten
4-30 March 1974. A) Selection indexes incl~~decl
in the curve fitting. B) Selection
inclexes not incl~~clecl
in the cttrve fitting.

For each 5 cm interval 1 is defined as the middle length, i.e.

where li is the lo\ver li~iiitof the interval.
T h e selection curves for the three types of nets are clearly different
(Fig. 3). T h e parameters of the curves given in Table 4 shots that the meail
selectioil length is slightly (0.8 cm) higher for monofilament than for nylon
whereas it is considerably higher (4.4 cm) than for monot~vine.T h e peak
efficiency (selection index for the mean selection length) is approximately
and monotruine. For nylon it is only about 60%
the same for mo~lofilame~lt
of these values. Ho~uever,the selection curve for nylon covers most length
groups (has the largest standard deviation) whereas monotwine clearly
covers least.
It is evident from Fig. 3 that the mesh used in the gill nets during the
experiments was much too small to give maximum obtainable catches of the
available cod. Taking the length frequency distribution of the purse seine
catches as representative of the available cod, theoretical gill net catches
obtained by varying the inesh size were calculated. T h e resulting theoretical
maximum catches (by weight) were for llylo~land monofilament respectively 1.9 and 2.2 tiines higher than the actual catches made by xSkarsj@n.For
~ n o ~ ~ o t \ \ ithe
i n ecatches ~voulclhave illcreased by a factor of 3.9. However, in
practice the increase in catches .ivoulcl be expected to be slightly higher
because there n7o~ildhave been additional fish caught in irregular \trays,
especially 011 the lower side of the selection range, which are not accounted
for by the fitted selectioil curves. T h e o p t i n ~ u mmesh sizes, neglecting the
observed deviations fro111 the official figure of 186 nlm in the nets used
during the experiment, were: Nylon: 224 Inm, Monofilament: 222 inrn and
Monotwine: 234 mm. T h e theoretical maximum catches of monot.rvine ancl
illoilofilainent were not sigilifica~ltlydifferent (MT: M F = 1.02) and both
were considerably higher than the catches by ~lylon(MT: N = 1.48, MF: N =
1.46).
With the length range of the available cod in Lofoten in 1974, there was
obviously a lot to be gained in catches by increasing the n ~ e s hsize of the gill
nets. However, the length distribution of the cod in 1974 was extreme, and
the mesh size used ~villin an average year not by far deviate that much from
the optimum.
T h e observed differences i l l catch efficiel~cybet~tleetlthe three types of
nets are valid only rvhen tlie circun~stancesare very similar to those of the
experiment. Probably the 111ost obvious deviatioil from a general situation
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Fig. 3. Length frequency clistribution (per cent) of cod caught ~vithpurse seine in Lofbtcn
.5-28 March 1974 (A) and fittecl !og-normal distribution selection curves for B) nylo11,
C : ) monofilament ancl D) n~onot\\.inegill ncts based on fishing experiments in Lofoten
5-30 L~Iarch1974.
Tahle.1. Parametersof log-normal distribution curves fitted to the calct~latedselection indexes
for the three types of gill nets.
Type of net

Nylon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Monofilarnent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Monot\vine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Mean selection
lcngth (cm) I )

Standard
deviation

Maximum
of curve

87 6 12
88 394
83 950

0.12794
0.10475
0.09392

0.5993
0.9395
1,0000

I) This is the 1 corresponding to

was the peaked length frequency distribution of the cod available to the nets
which favoured the relative catch eff~iciencyof nets with a narrow selection
curve. Holvever, a theoretical generalization of the relative catch efficiency
of the nets can be made by assuming that all length groups are equally
represented ill numbers among the cod available to the nets. When the
length intervals representing one length group are made infinitesimally
small, the theoretical catch in numbers of fish by a gill net with a log-normal
selection curve will be proportional to

where il is the nraximnm, m the mean selection length and s the standarcl
deviation of'the selection curve. T h e intei-gral can be solved by substitutillgu
for l ~ z lv,rhich gives a n integral of the form

~ v l ~ i ccan
h be transformecl into

Cz

P

2~~

du.

This allows the use of the equation

Further, applyii~gthe definition

e-"dt (error fuilctioil)

and the equation

the final result is

T h e relatiye catch efficiency (CE)of two 11etsA anclB with mean selection
lengths i t i ~and V / B , standard cieliations s~ and sB and maxima of selection
r u r w s 11, ancl hB respeciively, will be

For

7nA

= nLg tile eclution is redriced to

Using (7) and the parameters of tile selection curves given in Table 4,
the follorving ratios in catch efficiency by number were founct: MF : N =
I .277, rl'lT :AT = 1.216 n?tdMF :iVlT = 1.050. This indicates for a ge~leral
situation in gill net fisheries for cod that the catch efficiency in number of
fish fol-lnonofilanlent is 28 7r higher than for nylon and 5 % higher than for
monot~vine,and the catch efficiency of monotwine is 22 % higher than for
nylon.
T h e theoretical catch by weight call be found by introclricillg a lengthrveigth relationsl~ipdefined by the for-~nula
I47, = kl . l k z
T h e theoretical catch by weight rvill then be proportional to
m

he

-

( l ~ ~ i - l nm)~
2r2
kl

lk2

dl.

T h e integral can be solved by the same proced~ii-eas for tile catch in number.
T h e final result is

T h e relative catch efficiency ( C E ) of two nets, A and B , with mean
selectiorl lengths ma and m ~startdard
,
deviations sA and sB ancl maxima of
selection curves ha a11d 1% respectively, will be

For

~ 1 ,=

rrzB the vcjuation ia ]-educed to

ll
the
T h e ratio is strongly depenclent on the values ofs and h ~ , l ~ i cdef'ine
selective properties of the iiets, but it is inclepe~lclent o n w1, the mean
selectiot~lengtll. Tile ratio is clepeildeirt also on the value of k2 it1 the
f o r ~ n u l abVl = kk, lk2. T h e eff'ect of irlcreasing 1c2,is to change the ratio in
favour of tlie net \ v i ~ l >the highest staiidarci deviation, i.e. the widest selecti011 curve.
An implication o f t h e theoretical basis for arriving at the ratio equation
(8) is that tlie gii-th is proportional to tile lei1gth. Assumirlg t.1iattlie growth is
isometi-ic, the v o l r ~ ~ land
l e accordingly the weight, will be proportional to the
cube of the lengih, providing that the specific weight is constant. T o avoid
inconsistency, the length-weight relationsliip usecl in the ratio equation
should therefore be M:, = k, P, i.e. ji2 = 3. In practice, length-weight data
indicate that the ti-ue value may deviate sorne~shatfi-om 3. Ho~vever,fox- the
most impoi-tant roundfish species, tlie deviation is not large, ancl values
within the usual range ofk2 calculated for cod o n o t h e ~occasions
.
would have
p~)cIrtcederrors in the calculated catch efficiency ratios of less than i 1% if
substituted in (8).
Using (8)with k2 = ? and the cllaracteristics of the selection curves given
ill Table 4, the following ratios of catch efficiency were found: MF: N =
1.226, MT: N = 1.149 ancl and MF: M T = 1.067. This indicates for a
general s i t u a t i o ~in
~ gill net fisheries for cocl that the catch efficiency of
mol~ofilamentis 23% highel- than for nylon and 7% higher than for 111onotwine, ancl the catch officiency for monot~vineis 15% higl~erthan for nylon.
As rvould be expected, the transforn~ationfro111 numbers to weight favours
the nets wit11 the higher standard cle.i~iation.
T h e reliability of the catch efficiency ratios is difficult to assess. T h e
errors caused by sliortcornings in data and in assuming log-normal clistribution selection curves for the fish caught with tlle head first are believed to be
s~nall.T h e assumptions about proportionality bet~veenmesh size a n d nleait
selectioii length ancl between mesh size ancl the rvidth of the selection curves
for all mesh sizes seem also likely to cause only relatively s~uallerrors, at least
rvithin the size I-ange of cod normally caught by gill nets. T h e assnmption
that the selection index for the inean selectioll length is constant may be

more r~rtestionabie.Experiments by RICKER( I 949) indicate that small meshes rnay be generally less effective than larger meshes. How this applies to
cod is, however, unknown. An obvious error is caused by not including fish
caught in irregular ways in the fitting of the selection curves. Including
them .i\lould have tended to reduce the calculated differences in catch
efficiency which therefore may be overestiniated.
One factor which probably has had some influence on the results, is that
the cod were spawning, and they were accordingly thicker around the
rnidclle than non spa~vningcod. It is therefore possible that the selectivity of
gill nets is somewhat different for non spaw~lingthan for spawning cod.
Another factor which may be important is that the three types of nets were
coinbined during the experiment in one setting. This may have produced
relative catch efficiencies which are different from those one would have got
if each setting consisted of only one type of net.
It is not knotvn to what extent environniental factors, especially light
conditions, have influenced on the relative catch efficiencies. Fishermen
who have used monofilament gill nets, often claim that it is much more
efficient compared with nylon nets than the results from Lofoten indicate.
If this is true, different environmelital conditions may provide at least some
of the explanation, and more research is clearly needed to establish the
importance of environinental factors.

'The authors' tliallks are due to Lars Kalvenes and Per Agotnes who were
respolisible for carrying out the experinlent in practice, and rvhose thorough
and conscientious work has contributed strongly to the success of the experiment.
Thanks are also d ~ i eto the skippers and crews of ~ D j u p a s k j z rand
~~
..Skarsj@,>for their cooperation during the experinlent.
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